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Strategies of salvation: Evangelical Christian praxis
and sites of degradation in Sri Lanka
Orlando Woods
School of Social Sciences, Singapore Management University, 90 Stamford Road, Singapore178903, Singapore.
Email: orlandowoods@smu.edu.sg
Abstract: This paper demonstrates how disasters create sites of degradation – potent spaces of upheaval and
engagement – that are readily ﬁlled and exploited by evangelical Christian groups. In doing so, it explores how
disasters provide opportunities for evangelical groups to gain a foothold in localities where Christian presence,
and evangelical praxis, may otherwise be restricted. Drawing on qualitative data collected in Sri Lanka through-
out 2010–2011, two comparative case studies are presented that reveal the strategies of evangelical Christian
praxis in and through sites of environmental and political degradation. Speciﬁcally, the case studies reveal how
evangelical groups pursue ‘outside-in’ and ‘inside-out’ strategies of salvation, which, by blurring the boundaries
of religion and relief, can lead to the formation of new hierarchies of power.
Keywords: disasters, evangelical Christianity, power, sites of degradation, Sri Lanka, tsunami
Introduction
Various types of disaster have beset Sri Lanka in
recent years, transforming the sociopolitical
landscapes of the areas in which they occurred.
Two events in particular stand out for their scale
of impact. In 2004, large swathes of coastline
were destroyed by the Indian Ocean tsunami;
and between 1983 and 2009, the civil war
between the Sri Lankan government and the
Tamil Tigers resulted in the long-term degrada-
tion of much of the north and east of the island.
These two events differ in many respects. The
ﬁrst was a form of unforeseen environmental
disaster that caused immediate chaos and
destruction amongst spatially concentrated
communities along the southern and eastern
coastline. The second was a form of protracted
political disaster that resulted in the relocation
of communities according to a longer term (and
more spatially diffuse) plan of political restruc-
turing. Yet, despite these differences, there are
fundamental commonalities that bind the two
events together. Both involve processes of
reconstruction that yielded various outcomes.
Both also involve various actors furthering vari-
ous interests. And ﬁnally, both reveal how, dur-
ing any disaster and its aftermath, ‘the strength
of a society’s entire web of structures and
relationships is tested’ (Falk, 2012: 188), which
can enable subtle – and more overt – forms of
inﬂuencing to begin.
Exploring the transformation of landscapes
helps focus scholarly attention on the interplay
between old and new, between stasis and
change. Increasingly, the role of religious actors
in facilitating and resisting such an interplay has
been embraced as part of the realisation that
religion permeates local cultural contexts, and
that any disruption to the status quo has wide-
ranging consequences that implicate different
(religious) groups in different ways. Accordingly,
research has recently started to unravel the
sociocultural effects of processes of reconstruc-
tion. This body of work draws on the fact that
‘we should not treat natural events as separate
from the wider structures of everyday life and
the social and economic contexts within which
people live’ (Rigg et al., 2008: 138), with post-
modern approaches in particular helping ‘reviv
[e] a sense of openness to the mysterious and
the spiritual, [and] challenge the (secular) hege-
mony of modernity’ (Fountain et al., 2004: 324;
see also Gaillard and Texier, 2010; Clarke,
2013). Whilst the rigid and oppositional pairing
of the religious and the secular has been subject
to recent criticism (see Tse, 2014; Fountain,
2015; Fountain and McLaughlin, 2016), I
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interpret religion as a framework of belief that is
reproduced by ﬁgures of religious authority, and
which serves to unite a community of believers
(a ‘religious group’). Religious groups are distin-
guishable by the frameworks of belief to which
they adhere, yet they often interact through the
secular domain. Disasters create spaces for dif-
ferent religious groups to come into close con-
tact with each other in ways that may not have
been possible under normal circumstances. In
doing so, they create opportunities for new reli-
gious groups to gain a foothold in areas where
they may not already have a presence.
With this in mind, this paper explores how
evangelical Christian groups used the events of
2004 and 1983–2009 to foment processes of
religious transformation in areas where their
presence was otherwise restricted. It engages
with existing work that explores the role of reli-
gious groups in facilitating processes of change
in Sri Lanka (Hasbullah and Korf, 2009; Woods,
2013a, 2017; Mahadev, 2014; Johnson, 2016),
the processes and politics of post-tsunami
reconstruction (Rigg et al., 2005, 2008; Stirrat,
2006; Tan-Mullins et al., 2007; Ruwanpura,
2008a, 2008b; McGregor, 2010; Hollenbach
and Ruwanpura, 2011) and the emergent role of
religion in development studies more generally
(Haynes, 2007; Fountain, 2012, 2013; Thornton
et al., 2012; Fountain and McLaughlin, 2016;
Woods, 2018). By tying these literatures
together through a unifying focus on the strate-
gies of salvation employed by Christian groups
in post-disaster contexts, the paper’s contribu-
tions are threefold. First, it reinterprets ‘disasters’
in a broad sense. This reframing informs my use
of the term ‘sites of degradation’, which can be
applied to phenomena that go beyond the
spatio-temporal conﬁnes of speciﬁc, disruptive
events, and thus open the discourse up to lon-
ger term and more diffuse processes of recon-
struction (Fountain and McLaughlin, 2016).
Second, it offers an analysis of sites of environ-
mental and political degradation within a com-
parative framework. This ‘linking and
comparing’ perspective (Burunakul et al., 2005:
246) is relatively novel within development
studies, yet can help to reveal the contextual
contingencies of relief. Third, it provides a criti-
cal analysis of Christian praxis in aiding and
abetting processes of relief and (religious) trans-
formation. Whilst research has tended to focus
on resilience (and the role of religion therein) in
the face of disasters (see Manyena, 2006; Rigg
et al., 2008; Falk, 2012), there has been much
less exploration of the ways in which religious
opportunism intersects with situations of socio-
economic precarity.
By advancing a critical perspective on the strat-
egies of religious actors in sites of degradation and
how they position themselves in relation to such
sites, this paper helps to unravel the paradoxes of
Christian relief work in the developing world.
Drawing on the political economy of charity –
and evoking the cynicism associated with ‘post-
development’ discourse (see McGregor, 2009) –
the paper focusses on the creation of new power
relations between the givers and receivers of aid
(after Mauss, 1990; see also Douglas, 1990). As
much as aid is used to meet material needs, it also
results in the construction of passive victims that
are, by association, embedded within and impli-
cated by complex networks of power, inﬂuence
and control (see Hyndman, 2007; Le Billon and
Waizenegger, 2007; Gaillard et al., 2008; Maha-
dev, 2014). Religion serves to amplify and compli-
cate such power relations, and calls into question
the assumption that ‘traditional humanitarian prin-
ciples of neutrality, impartiality, independence
and universality of aid distribution’ (Tan-Mullins
et al., 2007: 328) are beneﬁcial and/or universal.
Whilst such principles may be compromised by
the conﬂation of religious motivations and charita-
ble praxis, they may also be reinterpreted in con-
texts where humanitarianism is inextricably
bound to religion (Fountain, 2015). In Sri Lanka,
such (perceived) conﬂation has contributed to a
public discourse of ‘unethical’ conversion that
claims aggressive strategies of Christian proselyti-
sation are used to target vulnerable segments of
society. Beyond conversion, this paper explores
how Christian relief work in Sri Lanka enables
much subtler forms of inﬂuencing that can enable
Christian groups to move from positions of mar-
ginality to acceptance.
In the discussion that follows, I draw upon
qualitative data derived from 106 in-depth inter-
views conducted throughout 2010–2011 with a
variety of Sri Lanka-based Christian and non-
Christian stakeholders. Given the sensitive nature
of the research, all data have been anonymised;
only organisational and geographical identiﬁers
are provided. Interviews were conducted in eight
different locations throughout the island,
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including the southern coastal districts of Galle,
Matara and Hambantota (all of which were
affected by the tsunami), and the northern district
of Vavuniya (which was affected by the civil
war). Nearly all interviews were with leaders of
religious organisations – including Christian
churches and non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), and Buddhist organisations – the aim
being to uncover the perspectives and motiva-
tions of those operating within different sites of
degradation (see Fountain et al., 2004). As a non-
Sri Lankan, non-Christian researcher, I recognise
that I was invariably, and in various ways, impli-
cated in the hierarchies of power that I sought to
uncover and understand during ﬁeldwork. The
events of 2004 and 1983–2009 provide the foci
for two comparative case studies that highlight
the various ways in which evangelical groups
convert sites of degradation into spaces of oppor-
tunity and inﬂuence. Speciﬁcally, I show how
evangelical groups pursued ‘outside-in’ strategies
of salvation in the aftermath of the tsunami and
‘inside-out’ strategies in the aftermath of the civil
war, which reﬂects the religious polarism and
plurality that, respectively, deﬁned each site.
Before that, I review existing scholarship on the
politics of charity and the role of religion therein,
and provide an overview of the antagonism sur-
rounding evangelical Christianity in contempo-
rary Sri Lanka.
Converting disaster into opportunity: Religious
praxis through sites of degradation
Religion intersects with disasters, development
and (sites of ) degradation in manifold ways.
Places of religion often act as assembly points
for the coordination of communities and relief
workers, the dispersement of aid and the devel-
opment of resilience, whilst a religious world-
view can be used to reframe disasters in
eschatological terms (Rigg et al., 2005; De
Silva, 2006; Falk, 2012; Paulson and Menjívar,
2012; Clarke, 2013). As the provision of aid
becomes an increasingly privatised practice
around the world, religious organisations have
become important actors within global webs of
disaster response. Both factors – the privatisa-
tion of aid and the prominence of religious
organisations – have caused disaster response to
become a more politicised practice (Tan-
Mullins et al., 2007). Disasters evoke change,
which can provide opportunities to disrupt the
status quo, and to further the interests of minor-
ity or outside players. This section explores
these ideas in more detail. First, the relationship
between sites of degradation and the transfor-
mative potential of reconstruction is empha-
sised; and second, the role of religious groups
therein is explored.
Degradation, reconstruction, and opportunities
for change
Over the past 10 years or so, scholarship has
started to unravel some of the spatio-temporal
conﬁgurations of disaster recovery (Le Billon
and Waizenegger, 2007; McGregor, 2010). This
sharpening of spatio-temporal sensitivity informs
my use of the term ‘sites of degradation’ as dis-
tinct from disaster sites. Sites of degradation are
areas that have been negatively disrupted by
various forces – environmental, political, eco-
nomic or social – that present a spatio-
temporally deﬁned rupture from what came
before. Such rupturing foregrounds the need for
reconstruction and creates opportunities for
change. Whilst disasters mark a point in space
and time – an ‘historical break … in local trajec-
tories of existence’ (Rigg et al., 2005: 377) – sites
of degradation are broader in scope and encom-
pass not just a break with the past, but the start
of a process of transformation as well. Processes
of transformation enable new forms of structural
relation to emerge, as they involve:
Throw[ing] the pieces of the jigsaw in the air.
Some return to the place they originally occu-
pied in the local picture; others become mud-
dled and disjointed; still more are lost entirely in
the confusion and the destruction. Post-[disaster]
reconstruction, therefore, does not mean a
reconstruction and therefore a recreation of the
pre-[disaster] state of affairs. The danger – and
therefore the challenge – is that because a post-
[disaster] situation is one where people are
characteristically emotionally and economically
vulnerable, it may create opportunities for out-
siders, for the worst of reasons, to take advan-
tage of the situation. (Rigg et al., 2005: 377)
Building on this, the outcomes of reconstruc-
tion are often split into two inter-related camps:
the re-enforcement of existing power relations
© 2018 Victoria University of Wellington and John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd 3
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and the creation of new ones. The ﬁrst outcome
is typically associated with the patterning of
ofﬁcial aid, which often leads to ‘pre-existing
strengths and vulnerabilities being reproduced’
(Tan-Mullins et al., 2007: 330). The variability
of such patterning does, however, lead to the
creation of gaps that are ﬁlled by unofﬁcial
actors, which can lead to the second outcome.
These gaps often map onto the most vulnerable
sections of society and can create niches for
exploitation. Not only that, but there is also a
growing trend for ofﬁcial aid to be ‘complemen-
ted by diverse and growing unofﬁcial ﬂows’
(Tan-Mullins et al., 2007: 341; see also Foun-
tain et al., 2004; Paulson and Menjívar, 2012;
Thornton et al., 2012), especially those that
originate from overseas (see Kampe, 1997). The
neoliberalisation of aid has transformed the pro-
cesses of reconstruction by bringing into focus
existing inequalities in the sociopolitical
domain(s), and providing avenues for other,
more (in)equitable outcomes (see Le Billon and
Waizenegger, 2007; Flanigan, 2010; Falk,
2012). Entwined with such a (re)balancing of
relations, therefore, is the potential for other
previously marginalised groups to become more
prominent players in local structures. Given the
centrality of religious groups in sites of degrada-
tion, these groups play an important role in
such (re)balancing, and in creating new hierar-
chies of power.
Religion, aid, and the creation of new
hierarchies of power
Reconstruction in the aftermath of disasters is a
process riddled with exchanges, each of which
serves to reproduce old and create new rela-
tionships of power and control. Research has
started to explore how aid (or ‘the gift’ as it has
been theorised) has been interpreted ‘not just
[as] material transfers … but also embodiments
of cultural symbolism, social power, and politi-
cal afﬁliation’ which render it a ‘culturally
charged, political commodity’ that is replete
with ‘reciprocal obligations’ (Korf et al., 2010:
60, 61; see also Stirrat and Henkel, 1997;
Mahadev, 2014). Accordingly, aid has been
described as an ‘inﬂuential material interven-
tion’ that enables its providers to ‘wield consid-
erable power’ (Fountain and McLaughlin, 2016:
10). In the Sri Lankan context, such exchanges
are further complicated by the entrenched
patronage system, whereby aid is inextricably
entwined in the exchange mechanism between
patrons (politicians) and their clients (voters)
(Spencer, 1990; Korf et al., 2010; see also
Thornton et al., 2010). Religious groups are
deeply implicated within such a system, not
least because aid is often a material necessity
that is wrapped up in symbolic associations and
meanings, but also because, in some instances,
there are reciprocal obligations as well. As a
result, the giving of aid – especially by marginal
religious groups – is a loaded process that has
ramiﬁcations that go beyond material provision.
This raises questions about the ethical bound-
aries of religious praxis within sites of degrada-
tion. As an outcome of such praxis, religious
conversion has been termed ‘trad[ing] aid for
faith’ (Falk, 2012: 188; see also Kong and
Woods, 2016) and has become a potent source
of inter-religious tension throughout the world.
The tension that arises from the involvement
of religious groups within sites of degradation is
often a function of the destabilisation of old –
and creation of new – hierarchies of power.
Woods (2012a: 449) describes this as the
‘uneasy symbiosis’ between proselytising reli-
gious groups and sites of degradation: areas
deﬁned by a strong and immediate need for
relief, but also liable to exploitation and reli-
gious opportunism. Often, such groups not only
help to alleviate suffering but can also partici-
pate in practices that may be deemed ‘coercive’
and that serve to exacerbate pre-existing exclu-
sionary dynamics (Flanigan, 2010). This is pro-
nounced when different religions operate within
one locality, as their presence and actions can
reﬂect a symbolic battle for presence in space
(Kong and Woods, 2016). It becomes especially
pronounced when international sources of relief
– either supplies channelled through locally net-
worked organisations or the local presence and
praxis of international religious groups – are
involved. In these cases, the ‘non-local perfo-
rates the local, so that the relatively localised
space of impact is necessarily implicated in
much wider social, economic and emotional
circuits’ (Rigg et al., 2008: 138). In this sense,
‘salvation’ is more than reconstruction, and ‘fre-
quently inspire[s] complex global entangle-
ments across cultural and spatial gaps’; it
enables the ‘rework[ing of] cultural formations’
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and can foreground more broad-based pro-
cesses of religious change (Fountain and
McLaughlin, 2016: 1, 14). These dynamics are
particularly sensitive in Sri Lanka, where Chris-
tian groups are associated with both the colo-
nial past and the relative wealth of the West.
Such associations can be antagonistic, and have
contributed to the emergence of a politicised
form of Buddhism in recent years.
Political Buddhism and Christian proselytism in
Sri Lanka
Evangelical Christian groups constitute a belea-
guered minority in Sri Lanka. Not formally
recognised by a state that rules in the interests
of a majority Buddhist nation, they are por-
trayed as the fundamentalist alternatives to their
mainline1 Christian counterparts. That said,
whilst the 1978 Constitution of the Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka confers Bud-
dhism the ‘foremost place’ – with the state
being duty-bound to ‘protect and foster the Bud-
dha Sasana [the teaching of the Buddha]’
(Article 9) – every person is accorded ‘freedom
of thought, conscience and religion, including
the freedom to have or to adopt a religion or
belief of his [sic] choice’ (Article 10). Whilst
constitutionally and numerically2 pluralistic, the
country’s majority Buddhist population does,
however, wield considerable power and control
over domestic politics, society and culture (see
Goonatilake, 2006; Woods, 2012b, 2017). In
recent years, a coterie of Buddhist organisations
has emerged with the remit of strengthening
and protecting the ‘foremost place’ of Bud-
dhism, and restricting the actions and effect of
evangelical Christian groups.
One of Sri Lanka’s more prominent Buddhist
organisations is the ultranationalist political party,
Jathika Hela Urumaya (JHU – ‘National Heritage
Party’). Winning nine Parliamentary seats and 6%
of the national vote in the 2004 elections, all of
JHU’s MPs are Buddhist monks. The formation
and political success of the JHU reveals the ‘loss
of hope and frustration’ (Deegalle, 2006: 245) felt
by some Sri Lankan Buddhists, with its remit being
to mobilise communities against outside forces
that are believed to pose a threat to traditional
hierarchies of power. In response, they have
developed methods to protect the sovereignty of
Buddhism, which range from the informal surveil-
lance and imposition of restrictions on non-
Buddhist religious praxis (see Woods, 2013b) to
proposed legislation designed to stem the problem
of ‘unethical’ conversion out of Buddhism. Specif-
ically, evangelical Christian groups have been
condemned for targeting the most vulnerable seg-
ments of society, which include those located in
sites of degradation. Strategies of ‘clandestine pro-
selytising’ (Gerhardt, 2008: 920) – that is,
substituting (or conﬂating) religious goals for those
of a non-religious nature – have provoked out-
rage, and have contributed to the drafting of a Pro-
hibition of Forcible Conversion Bill3 that seeks to
outlaw unethical conversion activity.
The Bill seeks to criminalise the conversion of
Buddhists by force, fraud or allurement, espe-
cially amongst vulnerable populations. The
praxis of evangelical Christian groups within
various sites of degradation has sharpened
many of the sentiments surrounding the Bill, as
these are the spaces wherein Christian inﬂuence
is often most keenly felt (see Matthews, 2007;
Owens, 2007). To add ballast to the Bill, in
2008 the All Ceylon Buddhist Congress (ACBC)
– a lay Buddhist organisation that serves and
provides for the betterment of Buddhism in soci-
ety – conducted an inquiry into the conversion
activities of evangelical organisations operating
in Sri Lanka. Entitled the ‘Commission on
Unethical Conversions’, the ﬁnal report was
presented in early 2009. The report presents
evidence to support claims of unethical conver-
sion. In doing so, it contributes to a growing
body of literature, rhetoric and debate that sup-
ports the unethical conversion case, and has
focussed attention on the strategies – and ensu-
ing politics – of salvation within sites of degra-
dation. It is to these strategies of salvation that I
now turn, through an examination of Christian
involvement in the aftermath of the tsunami,
and in post-war reconstruction.
Christian involvement in the aftermath of the
tsunami
The ﬁrst case study focusses on the aftermath of
the Indian Ocean tsunami, which afﬂicted the
coastal areas of the southern and eastern prov-
ince. Fieldwork was conducted in the three dis-
tricts that comprise the southern province:
© 2018 Victoria University of Wellington and John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd 5
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Galle, Matara and Hambantota. The southern
province has long been the epicentre of
Christian–Buddhist tensions; it is deﬁned by
ethno-religious homogeneity, and is where fun-
damentalist Buddhist rhetoric is fomented and
enacted. As a result, it is a difﬁcult place for
evangelical groups to establish themselves. That
said, when the tsunami struck on 26 December
2004, it provided opportunities for evangelical
groups to distribute aid, proselytise and engage
with Sri Lankan society during a time of
immense, and immediate, need. In the sections
that follow, I explore this engagement in more
detail, ﬁrst by examining how evangelical
groups pursued ‘outside-in’ strategies of salva-
tion to overcome polarisation, and then by
reﬂecting on the competitive humanitarianism
that deﬁned their praxis.
Overcoming polarisation through presence
In the southern province in particular, the domi-
nance and homogeneity of the Sinhala-Buddhist
identity lead to an environment in which other-
ness is not likely to be tolerated under normal
circumstance. The Matara-based leader of an
evangelical church explained that ‘you are
within a certain frame where the religion and
the race are very, very close … People feel that
if you are a Sinhalese, you have got to be a
Buddhist. It goes with the culture, the customs
of the land’. Religions are therefore deﬁned in
oppositional terms – us and them, self and
other, and Buddhist and Christian. Polarisation
serves to enforce existing hierarchies of power,
whilst overcoming it makes way for new ones.
As much as disasters provide a break with the
past, they also provide a reason for outsider
groups to enter new territories, and an opportu-
nity to engage with, and inﬂuence, what came
before. Accordingly, whilst many evangelical
Christian groups struggled to establish a pres-
ence before the tsunami, the site of degradation
that emerged in its aftermath provided an
opportunity for them to operate within a context
of Buddhist exclusivism. ‘Outside-in’ strategies
of engagement involved evangelical groups
working in partnership with Buddhist groups,
causing their otherness to be overcome so that
‘[now] they view us with different eyes; their
perspective changed’ (Evangelical Church,
Galle). A Colombo-based leader of a network of
evangelical churches explained this change in
perspective in more detail:
As soon as the tsunami struck, we sent out
teams to areas like Galle … One of the teams
cleaned the premises of the [Buddhist] temple.
And the monk was, he had never seen … his
understanding of Christians was very different
… So, when they introduced themselves as
being from the church, he was very shocked,
because most probably this polarisation con-
cept had been established in his mind … We
have to actively dismantle those [boundaries
between religious groups] by making people
realise that we are part of their community as
much as them.
As witnessed in Thailand in the aftermath of
the tsunami, Buddhist temples became the rally-
ing points for community coordination and
inter-mixing, ‘irrespective of whether they were
Buddhists or not’ (De Silva, 2006: 284; see also
Falk, 2012). By working through the existing
hierarchy of power – through the Buddhist tem-
ple and in partnership with Buddhist leaders –
evangelical groups were able to engage with
the community on terms that reduced their oth-
erness, and increased their acceptability (see
McGregor, 2010). In doing so, it enabled them
to establish a presence in an otherwise hostile
religious context.
Presence provides a grounding from which
polarisation can be overcome, and new hierar-
chies of power forged. It ranges from the ﬁxed
(such as being granted the permission to register
a building as a church) to the ﬂeeting (such as
being able to evangelise amongst the communi-
ties located within the site of degradation), and
provides a necessary precursor to the transfor-
mation of communities. In Thailand, for exam-
ple, the number of churches in the tsunami-hit
province of Phang Na increased 10-fold – from
two to more than 20 – during the period
2004–2007 (Falk, 2012). This shows how the
tsunami ‘provided an entrée for a new phalanx
of players’ who ‘chang[ed] the status quo so
that the structures that partially governed pat-
terns of accumulation and social differentiation
pre-tsunami were not always the ones that were
operating post-tsunami’ (Rigg et al., 2008: 15).
Recognising these outcomes provides redress to
the existing tendency for development discourse
to view power as ﬁxed, unchanging and often
6 © 2018 Victoria University of Wellington and John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd
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deterministic in inﬂuencing the outcomes of
humanitarian interventions. Thus, as much as
relief is about returning a sense of equilibrium
to affected communities, so too is it about rede-
ﬁning the equilibrium according to the vision
of relief workers and the organisations they
represent.
Competitive humanitarianism and the
encroachment of outside inﬂuence
Environmental disasters typically cause immedi-
ate and widespread devastation, causing effec-
tive aid distribution to be predicated upon the
rapid mobilisation and deployment of
resources. In Sri Lanka, this contributed to a
sense of ‘competitive humanitarianism’ (Stirrat,
2006: 11; see also Gaillard and Texier, 2010)
amongst the development community. Compet-
itive humanitarianism refers not just to the pro-
vision of relief, but to the competing desires of
different groups to shape the outcomes of provi-
sion as well. Prior to the tsunami, evangelical
Christian groups were viewed as outsiders; the
site of degradation that arose in the aftermath of
the tsunami provided an opportunity to over-
come the prevailing sense of religious polarisa-
tion before normalcy was restored. In order to
make the most of the opportunity, they needed
to make a big impact in a limited period of
time. The fact that evangelical groups are often
embedded within national and international
networks of funding and resources increases
their ability to make such an impact, and also
results in many of them being accountable to
organisations that are geographically removed
from the site where relief work is carried out
(see Woods, 2012b). This makes evangelical
groups effective inﬂuencers, and also liable to
conﬂate relief with an overarching remit of mis-
sionisation and proselytisation (Falk, 2012;
Mahadev, 2014; see Bauman and Ponniah,
2017). More than that, it means that the estab-
lishment of local actors provides a point of entry
through which a more diffuse range of ideas
and inﬂuences can ﬂow.
Competitive humanitarianism thus compli-
cates and compromises the acts of charity asso-
ciated with relief. The expansionist nature of
evangelical groups means that relief can be
underwritten by ‘an expectation and an implicit
demand for acquiescence from the beneﬁciaries’
(Hollenbach and Ruwanpura, 2011: 1299). As
much as aid can lead to acquiescence from ben-
eﬁciaries, so too can it lead to a positive refram-
ing of the donor; it is as much about recasting
the donor in a positive light as it is about allevi-
ating the material needs of the receiver. This
dynamic is given both meaning and elevated
importance by the hitherto polarised nature of
inter-religious relations in the southern province,
as Christian groups stood to beneﬁt from refram-
ing themselves less as outsiders, and more as an
accepted part of the local religious/Buddhist
structure. This provided the acceptance from
which evangelism could begin. A Colombo-
based representative of an international Chris-
tian NGO explained how relief work could be
used to enable evangelical outreach: ‘The ques-
tion has been asked, “why do you do this work?”
But it would be nice if people, the communities,
even go beyond and say, “who is your God?”
So, then that becomes an opportunity for us to
talk about God; [we] create the opportunities
where they will ask about our God’. Relief draws
its beneﬁciaries into a space of engagement that
encourages consideration of religious alterna-
tives. A Colombo-based leader of a Buddhist
organisation interpreted such engagement in
more compromising terms:
A t-shirt or a wristwatch, or money for your
medicine or expenses, when he’s [sic] not get-
ting it from the Buddhists, and a Christian priest
is ready to give your medicine or your dinner
everyday, I mean, what is the net result? That is
conversion. You see, you can theorise by say-
ing I am not forcing you, but here, these are
the goodies that I am going to give you … We
are talking of the predicament that you are put-
ting these people in.
Meeting the material needs of an individual
can be a precursor to meeting their religious
needs as well. The more acute the material
need, the greater the scope for religious
inﬂuencing. The conﬂation of needs is as
much a product of Christian proselytisation as
it is the (sometimes enforced) search for mean-
ing amongst beneﬁciaries (‘the predicament’),
meaning that even if aid is given uncondition-
ally, it can, and often will, trigger reﬂection
on the receiver’s religious positionality. Thus,
the provision of aid by Christian groups ‘re-
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enforc[es] and reconﬁgur[es] exchange rela-
tionships among different patrons and clients
in Sri Lankan communities’ (Korf et al., 2010:
60), which in turn meant that aid was a tool
by which existing hierarchies of power could
be weakened, and new ones forged. Impor-
tantly, this reveals how hierarchies of power
are multi-modal. They include not just reli-
gious power and inﬂuence, but draw on the
(initial) reframing and (subsequent) inﬂuence
that can be obtained from non-religious
engagement with society as well (after Woods,
2013a). Beyond that, it also shows how the
actual act of conversion is merely a symptom
of more broad-based socio-spatial shifts that
reﬂect the encroachment (and normalisation)
of outside inﬂuences in the aftermath of
disasters.
Christian involvement in post-war
reconstruction
The second case study focusses on the after-
math of the three-decade-long civil war, which
primarily afﬂicted the northern and eastern
provinces. Fieldwork was conducted in the dis-
trict of Vavuniya, the frontline of the civil war
and a site of political degradation populated
with refugee camps. The town of Vavuniya is a
logistics hub, bustling with NGOs and relief
workers delivering aid and other supplies
throughout the Vanni region (an area in the
north of Sri Lanka that encompasses the districts
of Mannar, Mullaitivu and Vavuniya). The
region is one of change and impermanence,
where decades of ﬁghting have resulted in thou-
sands of people being dispossessed, killed
and/or relocated. Slowly, normalcy is being
restored. During the ﬁeldwork period, new
resettlement villages were being built, families
were regrouping and Christian groups were
seizing opportunities to evangelise and establish
themselves before the region fully stabilised.
Tamils are the majority ethnic group in Vavu-
niya, which is reﬂected in the fact that Hindu-
ism and Catholicism are the largest religious
groups (although Buddhists and Muslims also
have strong representation). Unlike in the south-
ern province, no one group dominates, causing
Christian groups to pursue more diffuse strate-
gies of religious inﬂuencing in response to the
more pluralistic religious context. In the sections
that follow, I explore these strategies in more
detail, ﬁrst by examining how Christian NGOs
pursued ‘inside-out’ strategies of salvation to
embed themselves within prevailing hierarchies
of power, and then by exploring how they trans-
lated such embeddedness into religious inﬂu-
ence by blurring the boundary between religion
and relief.
Inﬂuencing from the inside
The widespread devastation resulting from the
civil war created numerous channels through
which society could be engaged. Large-scale
reconstruction projects provided opportunities
for Christian NGOs to embed themselves within
localities over a sustained period of time. As in
the post-tsunami context, embedding was often
based on meeting the material needs of society
ﬁrst, which created a vantage point from which
religious inﬂuencing could begin. Unlike the
post-tsunami context, however, embedding was
less about overcoming polarisation and creating
an impact, and more about being co-opted into
existing hierarchies of power over time. The dif-
ferences between the two can be attributed to
the fact that Christian presence in the southern
province was restricted pre-tsunami, and thus
relied on outsiders to make an impact within a
limited period of time; the relatively longer term
nature of post-war reconstruction, however,
meant that inﬂuencing was a more protracted
process. This ‘inside-out’ approach saw Chris-
tian NGOs ﬁrst building up a degree of local
acceptance before using it to wield religious
inﬂuence through the networks of evangelical
pastors they represented. The division of labour
between Christian NGOs and evangelical pas-
tors was intentional (and was nowhere near as
apparent in the post-tsunami context), as Chris-
tian NGOs would typically be responsible for
becoming ‘insiders’, whilst pastors focussed
more speciﬁcally on evangelism and church
planting. The interplay between Christian
NGOs and evangelical pastors is considered in
the next section.
In the post-tsunami context, evangelical
groups worked to build acceptance amongst
dominant local Buddhist groups; in the post-
war context, acceptance was more broad-
based. It related not only to religious groups
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(or to those representing one religion) but also
to networks of non-religious power and con-
trol. Whilst research has revealed how ‘disaster
diplomacy’ can lead to the reaping of political
gains in the context of civil conﬂict (e.g. Le
Billon and Waizenegger, 2007; Gaillard et al.,
2008; Beardsley and McQuinn, 2009), such
studies focus on how environmental disasters
can inﬂuence pre-existing situations of civil
conﬂict, not how civil conﬂict can inﬂuence
social structures and relations of power. The
post-conﬂict context of Vavuniya did, however,
provide opportunities for Christian groups to
embed themselves within prevailing political
and military hierarchies of power, showing
how ‘[a]ppropriating the “development” dis-
course provided them with the opportunity to
access resources and networks they would oth-
erwise not have access to’ (Renders, 2002: 78;
see also Bornstein, 2005). By providing a
broader base from which they could tap into
existing sources of inﬂuence, such resources
and networks helped to establish and conﬁrm
the ‘insider’ status of Christian NGOs.
For example, the manager of the Christian
NGO that I used as a base for interviews net-
worked with a range of personnel, from foreign
representatives of international NGOs to gov-
ernment ofﬁcials, (non-Christian) religious
leaders, and evangelical pastors and church
planters as well. When he needed government
permission to access a refugee camp in order to
distribute aid, he networked with key personnel
in the area because ‘we have to keep the net-
work strong and the correct way; if we do the
wrong way … everything [is] going to close’. In
order to establish a network ‘the correct way’,
the NGO purposely remained silent about the
ways in which it worked with evangelical
pastors and churches in the area (‘we cannot
network with them otherwise’), thus offering
extra-group personnel a blinkered view of its
evangelical ambitions (see Henkel and Sakaja,
2009). The breadth and vigour of such network-
ing lends credence to the manager’s assertion
that ‘really, we are sowing a seed everywhere’.
Exploiting the opportunities presented by the
need for large-scale reconstruction in such a
way enabled the Christian NGO to cultivate
strong ties with key military and political stake-
holders, whilst obfuscating its involvement with
evangelical groups.
Blurring the boundary between religion and
relief
The praxis of evangelical Christianity within
sites of degradation is predicated on a conﬂa-
tion of goals that can (further) blur the boundary
between religion and relief. To the extent that
such a boundary exists in the ﬁrst place
(Fountain, 2015), the blurring of boundaries is a
deﬁning characteristic of sites of (especially
political) degradation, as the ‘humanitarian nar-
rative gives shifting and complex legitimacy in
the “grey zones” of conﬂict’ (Johnson, 2016:
317). Often, this involves leveraging non-
religious inﬂuence for religious purposes; the
‘insider’ status of Christian NGOs meant that
their inﬂuence could then be used to introduce
evangelical pastors to society. Pastors would
often be presented to villages as the face of the
relief work carried out by the NGO during
handover ceremonies,4 so that: ‘People can see
pastor doing something for the development of
the village; pastor not an evangelical person,
pastor not [a] church building person, but he’s
doing something for this village’ (Christian
NGO, Vavuniya). In doing so, the ceremonies
were used to build up a sense of goodwill, grati-
tude and indebtedness to the pastor rather than
the NGO (see Fernando, 2014). The leader of a
small, independent Christian NGO explained
this situation in more detail:
Every way … we can involve the pastors into
the society. Through our social work, one day,
if they [the pastors] like [to] go to one family,
[they will say] “oh yes pastor, welcome”, they
treat very well … In the underworld, we are
networking them [pastors] also in the society
… Whatever we are going to implement, pas-
tors also we are inviting … The community,
they see pastor [and think] “oh the churches
are doing something, good thing”. But they do
not know [our NGO] is a Christian organisa-
tion, but they, people saw the pastors and the
youths and the believers are doing a lot of
things for our purpose, it’s good. They [pastors]
are good people, they can see it.
The desire to use the positive inﬂuence of the
NGO to ‘involve the pastors into the society’
reveals an element of subterfuge, as does the
frank admission that the community is not
aware that the NGO is a Christian organisation.
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By conﬂating religion and relief in such a way,
evangelical pastors become closely associated
with the work of the NGO, which granted them
a degree of local leverage. For example, one
evangelical pastor was accepted by the prevail-
ing religious hierarchy of a locality because
they associated him with social work, not evan-
gelism: ‘We have an inter-religion society; in
that society [there is a] Buddhist priest, and
Roman Catholic father, and Hindu priest, and
Muslim priest. I [am] also a member in that
committee. How can I go in that committee?
[Because] they think I am a social worker’
(Evangelical Church, Vavuniya). Moreover,
being accepted by religious leaders on the
grounds of the social work done by the Chris-
tian NGO ensured his church a degree of pro-
tection: ‘We have not faced a problem, but
[other] Christians have faced that problem, reli-
gious problem’. Thus, whilst the site of degrada-
tion provided an opportunity for Christian
NGOs to operate in Vavuniya, their relief work
provided the channel through which evangeli-
cal pastors can operate amongst other religious
groups on a seemingly equal footing.
In other instances, Christian NGOs exert their
inﬂuence in less visible ways. Aid distribution
ceremonies were sometimes organised by Chris-
tian NGOs in order to communicate a message
of support to the prevailing religious hierarchy
of a locality, and, in doing so, to strengthen
their ‘insider’ status. In such cases, evangelical
pastors would be absent, as their presence may
have diluted and/or complicated the direct mes-
sage of support to the village and the indirect
message of support to the prevailing religious
hierarchy. As the leader of a Christian NGO
explained:
The GS [Government Secretary] and the temple
priest, like Hindu and Catholic person and the
Buddhist person, they are the people in that
ceremony, chief guest. They are the people dis-
tributing these things [aid and other provisions]
… We are giving opportunity; they are the peo-
ple distributing everything … We are giving
them a platform, but we are outside. We are
taking these people, we are taking opportunity,
or we are giving like treating [them], “you are
a very important person for us, we think you
are very important in this village, you have to
counsel us, you have to guide us, you have to
lead us, come and do this thing”.
Ironically, the ceremonies provided a means
of communicating a message to the existing
hierarchy of power that ‘you are very important
in this village, you have to counsel us, you have
to guide us, you have to lead us’, when in fact
it is the organising (Christian) group that is guid-
ing and leading their ‘guests’. The claimed
reluctance of the NGO to provide a public face
to aid distribution (‘we are never going to dis-
tribute’) belies the leverage they gained from
establishing control over those that did the dis-
tributing on their behalf. Practices like this pro-
vide new meaning to the ‘symbolic domination’
often associated with ceremonies, which are
typically used to validate and reproduce the
ordering of society (after Bourdieu, 1990). In
this case, two levels of donor-beneﬁciary rela-
tionship can be seen: that between the ‘guests’
and beneﬁciaries (the villagers), and that
between the Christian NGO and the non-
Christian leaders that are used to provide a front
for Christian inﬂuencing. The differences
between the two levels are those of visibility
and invisibility, formal and informal power, the
establishment of existing and the creation of
new forms of authority and control. By arbitrat-
ing these differences, the NGO used its inﬂu-
ence to strengthen its position within existing
hierarchies of power, and, in doing so, created
new hierarchies of power by enabling the inte-
gration of evangelical pastors.
Conclusion
Disasters mark a critical break with the past,
and herald a new era of reconstruction and
change. Disasters also create sites of degrada-
tion that are occupied by agents of change, and
this paper has demonstrated some of the ways
in which evangelical Christian groups use relief
as a pretext for both subtle and more overt
forms of religious engagement with society. In
the post-tsunami context, evangelical groups
engaged speciﬁcally with Buddhist groups to
overcome polarisation; in the post-war context,
they engaged with religious, political and mili-
tary stakeholders in a more diffuse way, the aim
being to create wide-ranging webs of inﬂuence.
In the post-tsunami context, the focus was on
reframing Christianity by creating the greatest
impact in a limited period of time; in the post-
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war context, it was more about embedding
Christian NGOs within local hierarchies of
power, and then transferring such inﬂuence to
evangelical pastors. As much as these ‘outside-
in’ and ‘inside-out’ strategies of salvation
enabled the consolidation of presence and
assertion of inﬂuence, they also created situa-
tions of ambiguity that blurred the boundary
between ethical and unethical praxis. This blur-
ring of boundaries catalyses the processes of
change that are triggered by disasters, but it can
also antagonise those that are affected by the
outcomes of such processes.
In order to advance some of the ideas intro-
duced in this paper, I propose two avenues of
further research. The ﬁrst pertains to the need to
expand the understanding of sites of degrada-
tion beyond the environmental, political and
geographical foci of this paper, to include sites
of economic, social and/or cultural degradation
as well. This will necessarily lead to engage-
ment with sites of neoliberal exploitation, social
inequality and cultural cleansing, as well as
consideration of other geographical contexts
around the world. The second pertains to the
need to adopt a more temporal (or longitudinal)
perspective on the change that is wrought by
disasters; speciﬁcally, by developing an under-
standing of what came before, and what (may)
come(s) after, an event. This will enable explo-
ration of different scales of inﬂuence, from more
broad-based patterns of social, cultural, spatial,
political and economic transformation (after
Thornton et al., 2012) to more speciﬁc instances
of individual and familial transformation. This
will also involve consideration of the efﬁcacy of
various agents in bringing about different –
sometimes conﬂicting – outcomes, and the
strength and durability of the new hierarchies of
power that they create.
Notes
1 Mainline denominations are Catholic, Anglican, Baptist,
Christian Reformed, Methodist, Presbyterian, the Church
of South Indian and the Salvation Army.
2 Sri Lanka’s Theravada Buddhist population accounts for
approximately 69% of the population according to The
Association of Religion Data Archives (see http://www.
thearda.com/internationalData/countries/Country_210_
1.asp). It is the majority religion, followed by Hinduism
(13%), Islam (9.5%) and Christianity (both Catholic and
Protestant denominations – 8.8%).
3 At the time of writing the Bill had not been passed, and
was continuing to inﬂuence anti-Christian sentiment.
4 Handover ceremonies typically mark the completion of
a relief-based project, and in this case, the withdrawal of
the NGO.
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